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could collect in the plain of Buia, the Army of the Centre
went through the night, centripetally bound. At morning,
Marshal Badoglio launched half of the Eritrean aviation, two
hundred and fifty planes, in pursuit down the Amba Alagi
track.
Seventy-four tons of bombs had been dropped on the
Ethiopians of Ras Mulugeta during the encirclement of
Amba Aradam, which took the Italians six days.
The first day of their flight the carnage was appalling :
forty tons of bombs were dispersed upon them in the first
five hours of the morning ; on the i6th and the lyth of
February a hundred tons of high explosive were dropped
on the fugitives in the most intensive aerial bombardment
that the world has ever seen.
Amba Alagi, the great peak which sets a rugged fullstop
to the mountains of Tigre, was reached by the first of them
on February 19. Not only the aeroplanes murdered them
during the day on the forty kilometre mountain track : the
Galla in the hills on either side ambushed their small
detachments and mowed them down with Italian bullets,
day and night. A part of Bidwoded Makonnen's army tried
to hold the trenches on Amba Alagi, commanded by the
younger of his two sons. The elder had fallen at his
father's side. He told me that they were gassed out of the
defences.
Mulugeta felt almost finished. With him were Del Valle
and Major Burgoyne, an English officer who was serving
with the Ethiopian Red Cross. Struggling along they passed
Amba Alagi to the east, trusting that the aeroplanes would
not follow. Mulugeta could not find his son, of whom he
was very fond. A messenger with torn clothes came up.
" Master, your son has been murdered and mutilated by the
Galla on'the edge of the mountain."
In his last black rage the old Ras turned round to avenge
his son. The Galla surrounded him, and planes, recognising
the khaki in the middle of their allies, flew low to bomb.
Mulugeta fell near his son : his bodyguard carried him off
the field, over the rocks and short grass which concealed
their enemies. So died the last of Menelik's high officers,
the man who had stopped more lead in his rhino-skin
shield and killed more men with the sword than any in
Ethiopia.

